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Statistical uncertainty on assessment of spatial
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a probabilistic assessment framework of spatial liquefac-
tion resistance with considering the statistical uncertainty. The method based on N value
obtained from SPT is adopted to evaluate the liquefaction resistance. A Bayesian approach is
used to evaluate the statistical uncertainty occurring in determining the statistical parameters
of the modified N (Na) value from observation data. The posterior probability distribution of
the statistical parameters of Na is evaluated using the Bayesian approach to inference. A
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method is adopted to draw the values of the parameters
from the target posterior distributions in this study. To illustrate the performance of the pro-
posed approach, an example analysis is conducted based on the statistical parameters of Na

inferred with the site investigation data. The influence of the statistical uncertainty on assess-
ing the spatial liquefaction resistance is discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION

Liquefaction resistance defined as the ratio of cyclic resistance ratio is often evaluated from N
value obtained from standard penetration test (SPT) in practical projects. Then liquefaction
potential is assessed with the factor of safety FL defined as the cyclic resistance ratio over cyclic
stress ratio. When evaluating the cyclic resistance ratio from the SPT data, the liquefaction
resistance is obtained at the in-situ investigation location. However, the potential spatial extent
of liquefaction should be evaluated in the project area because soil properties vary spatially.
The random field theory is a powerful tool to describe the spatial distribution of the soil

properties in a specific site. Several researchers have studied the spatial extent of liquefaction
by using the random field theory (e.g., Popescu et al. 2005; Baker and Faber 2008). In the
random field theory, the soil properties are randomized at each element in a specific space and
Monte Carlo simulation is conducted for each realization. The spatial variability of soil prop-
erties is properly taken into account by using the random field theory.
The statistical parameters (i.e., mean, variance and autocorrelation distance) of the soil

properties are required in the random field theory. The statistical parameters are normally
determined from the in-situ investigation data. These sample parameters include a statistical
uncertainty associated with a statistical sample size and other factors (Honjo 2011). Therefore,
the probabilistic characterization of the statistical parameters of the soil properties is required
to quantify the statistical uncertainty in assessing the spatial liquefaction resistance.
This paper presents the probabilistic assessment framework of the spatial liquefaction resist-

ance with considering the statistical uncertainty. The method based on N value obtained from
SPT is adopted to evaluate the liquefaction resistance. A Bayesian approach is used to evaluate
the statistical uncertainty occurring in determining the statistical parameters of the modified N
(Na) value from observation data. Assuming that logNa (LNa) follows a multivariate normal dis-
tribution, the mean and variance are inferred as the statistical parameters of LNa. The posterior
probability distribution of the statistical parameters after observing the N value is evaluated
using the Bayesian approach to inference. A Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method is
adopted to draw the values of the parameters from the target posterior distributions in this
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study. The drawn parameters are used in the random field theory to simulate the spatial distribu-
tion of the Na value with the statistical uncertainty. To illustrate the performance of the pro-
posed approach, an example analysis is conducted based on the statistical parameters of Na

inferred with the site investigation data. The influence of the statistical uncertainty on assessing
the spatial liquefaction resistance is discussed.

2 BAYESIAN INFERENCE ON STATISTICAL PARAMETERS

2.1 Probability distribution of modified N value

The liquefaction resistance does not only depends on N value, but also the effective vertical
stress σ’v and the fine content FC. The specification for highway bridges in Japan (Japan
Road Association 2012) recommends the modified N (Na) value for evaluating the liquefac-
tion resistance. The Na value is defined as

Na ¼ C1
170N
σ0vþ70ð Þ þ C2

C1 ¼
1ð0% � FC < 10%Þ

FC þ 40ð Þ=50 10% � FC < 60%ð Þ
FC=20� 1 60% � FCð Þ

8

<

:

ð1Þ

C2 ¼
0 0% � FC < 10%ð Þ

FC � 10ð Þ=18 10% � FCð Þ

�

The multivariate normal distribution is adopted to express the random field of the natural
logarithm of Na (LNa = logNa) in a liquefiable soil layer. The multivariate normal distribution
of LNa is expressed as
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where n denotes the number of LNa values, C denotes the matrix of the covariance, ri denotes
the space vector at the point i and θLN denotes the autocorrelation distance. In this equation, the
stationary random field with an exponential type autocorrelation function is assumed for the spa-
tial variability of LNa in a liquefiable soil layer. In Eq. (2), μLN, σ

θ

LN, and θLN are the statistical
parameters that should be inferred from the observation data. In this study, θLN is held constant,
while σLN and σθLN are estimated by using Bayesian approach to inference. This is because that
the θLN value in the horizontal direction cannot be estimated based on the data at a few borings.

By using the Bayesian approach (Gamerman & Lopes 2006; Gelman et al. 2014), the joint
probability distribution of μLN and σ2LN after observing LNa is described as follows,

p μLN ; σ
2
LN jLNa

� �

/ p LNajμLN ; σ
2
LN

� �

p μLNð Þp σ2LN
� �

ð3Þ

where p(μLN) and p (σ2LN) denote the prior distributions of μLN and σ2LN, respectively. In
Eq. (3), p(μLN,σ

2
LN|LNa) is the posterior distribution. The posterior distribution represents the

probability properties of the parameters under the condition of the known value of the data.

2.2 Markov chain Monte Carlo method

The posterior distribution is described as the joint probability density function with respect to μLN

and σ2LN, and it is difficult to calculate directly the probability properties from the posterior distri-
bution. A Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method (Gamerman & Lopes 2006; Gelman
et al. 2014) is adopted to draw the values of the parameters from the posterior distributions
defined by Eq. (3).
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In the MCMC simulation, the drawing values approximate the target posterior distribution.
The values of each parameter are sequentially sampled from the conditional posterior distribu-
tions described as follows:

p μLN jσ
2
LN ;LNa

� �

/ p LNajμLN ; σ
2
LN

� �

p μLNð Þ ð4Þ
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2
LN

� �

p σ2LN
� �

When the prior and posterior distributions belong to the same class of distributions, it is advan-
tageous for the resulting inferential procedures. This type of a prior distribution is termed as a nat-
ural conjugate distribution. When selecting the natural conjugate distribution, the realization of the
parameter can be directly sampled from the conditional distribution given with the other param-
eters. In this study, LNa is assumed to follow the multivariate normal distribution. When the
normal distribution is selected for the prior distribution of μLN, the prior distribution becomes the
natural conjugate distribution. The conditional posterior distribution of μLN is described as follows:
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where μμ0 and σ2μ0 denote the mean and variance of the prior distribution of μLN, respect-
ively, ζ ij denotes the elements of C-1, and LNai corresponds to LNa at the point i. The realiza-
tions of μLN are directly drawn from the conditional posterior distribution defined in Eq. (5).
When the inverse gamma distribution is selected for the prior distribution of σ2LN, that

prior distribution becomes the natural conjugate distribution. The conditional posterior distri-
bution of σ2LN is described as follows:
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where ɑσ0 and βσ0 denote the parameters of the inverse gamma distribution as the prior dis-
tribution of σ2LN. The realizations of σ2LN are directly drawn from the conditional posterior
distribution defined in Eq. (6).
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2.3 Implementation procedure

The Markov chain algorithm is adopted to draw the values of μLN and σ2LN from the condi-
tional posterior distributions. In the algorithm, the values are sequentially sampled from the
posterior distributions based on the last values drawn. The sampling proceeds as follows:
1) Set initial values

ðμLN
ð0Þ; σ2

ð0Þ
LN ð7Þ

2) Obtain new valuesðμLN
ðjÞ; σ2

ðjÞ
LNÞfrom previous valuesðμLN

ðj�1Þ; σ2
j�1ð Þ
LN Þthrough successive

generation values

μLN
jð Þ~p μLN jσ

2 j�1ð Þ
LN ;LNa

� �

ð8Þ

σ
2 jð Þ
LN ~p σ2LN jμLN

jð Þ;LNa

� �

ð9Þ

3) Change counter j to j+1 and return to step 2) until convergence is reached
A Gibbs sampling is adopted to draw the values of μLN and σ2LN. Hence, μLN

(j) and σ2LN
(j)

are directly sampled from the conditional posterior distributions defined in Eqs. (5) and (6).

3 RANDOM FIELD ANALYSIS

Random field samples are generated from the probability distribution defined as Eq. (1) by
means of Monte Carlo simulations to assess the spatial liquefaction resistance. The conditional
simulation method proposed by Namikawa (2016) is adopted to evaluate the LNa values at
each individual location. In the conditional simulation, known data at specific locations are
used in generating the random field samples. Refer to Namikawa (2016) for a detailed descrip-
tion of the conditional simulation method for generating the random field with observations.
The mean and variance values of LNa vary with the μLN and σ2LN values drawn in the Bayesian

inference framework for each realization. The random variables generated using by the covariance
matrix decomposition method are assigned to the individual elements in a project site.

4 EXAMPLE APPLICATION

4.1 Soil profile at an example site

To illustrate the influence of the statistical uncertainty on the spatial liquefaction resistance,
the liquefaction potential is analyzed at an example site in the Tokyo Bay area. The selected
site is located on the land reclaimed by the hydraulic filling method. The liquefaction phenom-
enon was observed at that site in the 2011 off the Pacific Coast of Tohoku Earthquake. The
profile of SPT N value used in this study is shown in Fig. 1 (Chiba Prefectural Government
2016). The soil stratum consists of sandy silts and fine sands. The water table is located at the
depth of 2 m below the ground surface.
The Na values are calculated from the N values based on the specification denoted as Eq.

(1). The density and FC values were not measured at this site and are set to be general values.
In the calculation, the wet and saturated densities of the soils are assumed to be 1.8 g/cm3.
The FC values for the sandy silt and sand layers are assumed to be 60 % and 20 %, respect-
ively. The Na values below the water level are plotted in Fig. 1. The liquefaction potential is
estimated at the soil layers located between 2 m and 20 m in depth.

4.2 Bayesian inference on statistical parameters of Na value

The mean μLN and variance σ2LN of the natural logarithm of Na (LNa) in a liquefiable soil
layer are estimated by the Bayesian inference framework described in the previous section. In
the MCMC simulation, the parameters of the prior distribution are determined from the LNa
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values evaluated from the N values at the four neighborhood borings (Chiba Prefectural Gov-
ernment 2016). The mean and variance of the prior distribution of μLN are determined as 2.8
and 1.0 (μμ0 = 2.8 and σ2μ0 = 1.0), respectively. The mean and variance of the prior distribu-
tion of σ2LN are determined as 0.3 and 0.01, respectively. The autocorrelation distance of LNa

(θLN) is held constant at 0.4 m in the vertical direction. This value corresponds to the sample
value of θLN evaluated by the maximum likelihood method.

The μLN and σ2LN values drawn by the MCMC method are shown in Fig. 2. The 11000
values of μLN and σ2LN were sampled by the MCMC method. It is observed that the sampled
values satisfy the approximate convergence and the iteration proceeds for a sufficient long
period. Fig. 2 shows that there is some variability in the drawn μLN and σ2LN values. This indi-
cates that some uncertainty is caused in estimating the statistical parameters.

4.3 Random field simulation with statistical uncertainty

The random fields of LNa for evaluating the potential spatial extent of liquefaction are gener-
ated by using the random field theory (Namikawa 2016). An 18 m deep saturated soil layer
located under the water table at the depth of 2 m below the ground surface is considered. The
LNa values are realized for the domain of 21 m×21 m. The elements are cubic with a length of
1 m. The boring locates at the center of the considered domain.
The simulations with and without the statistical uncertainty are conducted to investigate the

influence the statistical uncertainty on the liquefaction potential in the domain. In the simula-
tion without the statistical uncertainty, the μLN and variance σ2LN are held constant at the
sample mean and variance. In the simulation with the statistical uncertainty, the μLN and vari-
ance σ2LN values drawn by the Bayesian approach are adopted and vary for each realization.
θLN is held constant at 0.4 m in the vertical direction. There is little study for θLN in the hori-
zontal direction. In this study, the simulation is conducted with θLN = 10 m.

Figure 1. SPT N values and Na values

Figure 2. Mean and variance of LNa drawn from the joint posterior distribution.
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100 realizations of the Monte Carlo process were performed for each condition. In the
simulation with the statistical uncertainty, the μLN and σ2LN values are randomly selected
from the drawn values by the MCMC method. The selected values are shown in Fig. 3. The
values drawn from 1000 to 11000 iterations were used because the starting values influence the
initial sequence of the sampled values in the MCMC analysis.

4.4 Analysis results

A typical random field is shown in Fig. 4. This figure shows a half-domain of the realized field
without the statistical uncertainty. Dark and light regions depict high and low values of Na.
The boring location is shown in Fig. 4. The Na values at the boring location correspond to
those calculated from the measured N values. Fig. 4 shows that the Na values do not signifi-
cantly vary in the horizontal direction. This is because that the spatial correlation is assumed
to be large in the horizontal direction.
Typical five realizations of the vertical distribution of the average Na values are shown in

Fig. 5. These values denote the average values of Na in the horizontal direction. The Na values
at the boring are superimposed in this figure. The variability of the Na values for the simula-
tion with the statistical uncertainty is larger than that without the statistical uncertainty, indi-
cating that the statistical uncertainty affects the estimation of the spatial distribution of the Na

values.

4.5 Liquefaction potential

The liquefaction potential is evaluated for the domain of 21 m×21 m. According to Specifica-
tions for Highway Bridges (Japan Road Association 2012), the liquefaction resistance factor
FL is calculated for Level 1 Earthquake Ground Motion (Type 1). Thus, the design horizontal
seismic coefficient at the ground surface is set to be 0.18. FL is defined as

Figure 3. Selected μLNa and σ2LNa values.

Figure 4. Typical half-domain of the realized Na field.
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FL ¼ RL

L
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0:0882

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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þ 0:0000016 Na � 14ð Þ4:5 14 � Nað Þ

(

ð10Þ

L ¼ 0:18 1� 0:015zð Þ σv
σ0v

where z is the depth and σv is the total vertical stress. The site is assumed to be a soft
ground in this study. FL represents the degree of resistance of a soil element against liquefac-
tion. However, FL is not enough to express the liquefaction damage. Tatsuoka et al. (1980)
proposed the liquefaction potential index to express the degree of liquefaction for a soil mass.
PL is defined as

PL ¼
Ð

20

0

1� FLð Þ 10� 0:5zð Þdz ð11Þ

where the unit of depth is meter. PL has values ranging from 0 to 100. A high value of PL

indicates a severe damage due to liquefaction. PL is evaluated at a location on the horizontal
plane. The mean of the PL values (mPL) in the domain of 21 m×21 m is employed as an index
for the spatial liquefaction potential.

Figure 5. Typical realizations of the vertical distribution of the average of Na. (a) Simulation without

statistical uncertainty; (b) Simulation with statistical uncertainty

Figure 6. Histogram of the mean of the PL values (mPL) for the 100 realizations. (a) Simulation without

statistical uncertainty; (b) Simulation with statistical uncertainty
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The histogram of mPL for the 100 realizations is shown in Fig. 6. The variability of mPL is
large in the simulation results with the statistical uncertainty. This indicates that the statistical
uncertainty cannot be ignored in predicting the spatial liquefaction damage.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented the probabilistic assessment framework of the spatial liquefaction resist-
ance with considering the statistical uncertainty. A Bayesian approach was used to evaluate
the statistical uncertainty occurring in determining the statistical parameters of the modified
N (Na) value from observation data. The drawn parameters were used in the random field
theory to simulate the spatial distribution of the Na value with the statistical uncertainty. The
example analysis showed that the variability of the Na values predicted with the statistical
uncertainty is much larger than that without the statistical uncertainty. The mean of the lique-
faction potential index PL values in the domain of 21 m×21 m was calculated to estimate the
degree of liquefaction for a soil mass. The mean of the PL values in the results of the simula-
tion with the statistical uncertainty had a significant variability. The example simulation result
indicated that the consideration of the statistical uncertainty is important for evaluating the
liquefaction potential of the soil mass.
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